The promise of professional-grade performance.
Since 1944, building professionals and homeowners have looked to TAMKO®
for quality products built to perform. TAMKO offers a full line of building products,
including residential and commercial roofing, ventilation, waterproofing,
cements and coatings, and composite decking and railing.

Contact a TAMKO
Representative
Learn how TAMKO can
add value to your roof.
Call 1-800-641-4691 to
speak to a representative.

Become a TAMKO Pro
Offer even more up-front
protection. Learn more
at TAMKOPro.com.
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PERFORMANCE
WHERE YOU
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Visit Us Online
For more information on our
full line of roofing products,
visit us at TAMKO.com.
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TAMKO® is constantly evolving with the goal of
giving you the best roofing options available.
It all starts with an understanding of what’s most
important to homeowners and supplying you with
the products and services to meet their needs.
We call it TAMKO Complete:
• The right cut to express their individual style
• The right color to enhance the curb appeal of their homes
• The right coverage to help provide beauty and protection
Addressing each of these concerns in a way no one
else does makes it easier for you to satisfy customers
and gain a business edge with every job.
This is what makes the TAMKO Difference.
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The promise of professional-grade products.

HELP PROVIDE GREATER CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION WITH THE TAMKO DIFFERENCE.
®

VERTICAL INTEGRATION
IS THE KEY
We believe that a better process provides a better end product.
That’s why TAMKO® is a vertically integrated company, owning
and operating several of our own raw material plants.
From fiberglass mats and asphalt refining to final shingle
production, maintaining greater control over the entire
manufacturing process enables TAMKO to:

TAMKO COMPLETE

™

CUT | COLOR | COVERAGE

• Based on the total quality management principles of
Dr. W. Edwards Deming
• Incorporates a “voice of the customer” process to capture feedback
and respond with excellent service and product quality

• Produce high-quality products.
• Back products such as Heritage® with the industry’s longest
available up-front protection—the critical period of time during
which both materials and the labor to install them is covered
at 100% (labor does not include tear off, removal or disposal).
See TAMKO’s Limited Warranty for complete details.

®

TAMKO addresses what’s important to homeowners by offering shingles featuring a powerful combination
of cut, color and coverage to help give them the look they want and the protection they need.

QUALITY IS TOP-OF-MIND
TAMKO administers a comprehensive Six Sigma program across
the entire company. This business strategy and management
philosophy emphasizes the urgent pursuit of perfection and results
in high-quality products for our customers.

IT IS EASY TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT CUT,
COLOR AND COVERAGE. TAMKO COMPLETE.

EASY TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT

CUT

• Offering a variety of popular shingle cuts enables homeowners
to add their own signature to the look of their roofs
—Heritage® Vintage® shingles create a distinctive look with
their striking cuts and angular lines
—Heritage® Woodgate® shingles feature a wider cut that
conveys a rugged yet refined wood-shake look
—Heritage® Premium, Heritage and Heritage IR shingles
create classic wood-shake beauty
• The Heritage cut application method helps to add speed and
reduce waste—only two cuts are required to start five courses,
and pieces that are 8 inches wide or wider can be worked back
into the field. See Heritage application instructions for further details.

Heritage® Vintage®

Heritage® Woodgate®

HOMEOWNER SATISFACTION
IS THE ULTIMATE GOAL
A 2012 roofing industry contractor survey shows roofing
purchase decisions are based on three main factors:

EASY TO OFFER THE RIGHT

COLOR

• Find the colors you want to get the look you want. Heritage
Series shingles feature distinct color palettes that range from
classic to contemporary to strikingly bold. And all Heritage
shingles offer TAMKO’s own unique granule mix and distinct
color drop that create a random shake-like look across
the entire roof.
• In 1995, TAMKO introduced vibrant tones to the roofing
industry with the launch of America’s Natural Colors,® perfect
for those who seek to add distinction to their roofs with
dramatic vibrancy.

COVERAGE

• Heritage® Series shingles come with the longest up-front protection
available—the critical period of time during which both materials
and the labor to install them are covered at 100% (labor does
not include tear off, removal or disposal). See TAMKO’s
Limited Warranty for complete details.
• TAMKO offers a complete portfolio of roofing
products and accessories to provide upsell
opportunities, quality and performance.

TAMKO’s Complete Roof Performance Product Line

TAMKO shingles offer a unique granule mix
and a random color drop process that provide
a random shake-like look across the entire roof.
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Cements & Sealants

5

Shingle Starter

2

Underlayments
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Hip & Ridge Shingles

3

Ventilation

7

4

Ice & Rain Protective
Underlayments

Heritage® Shingle
Options
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Heritage® Premium
& Heritage

• Shingle Style
• Shingle Color
• Shingle Limited Warranty

EASY TO PROVIDE THE RIGHT
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Addressing homeowners’ most important concerns helps
to instill confidence that they’re making the right choice.
And giving you easy ways to do it is what TAMKO is all about.
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Source: Noble Communications’ Roofing Contractor Survey 2012
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Focused on meeting the needs
of professionals since 1944
For over 70 years, TAMKO® has remained
focused on meeting the needs of
professionals by providing quality products
and services that help you thrive in business.

American-owned family company

Honor flights

Environmental

TAMKO was founded in Joplin, Missouri, espousing the values
of integrity, hard work and doing what’s right for customers.
Today TAMKO remains a family business with a family
mentality that extends to our employees, our facilities and
the communities where we are invested.

Starting in 2008, TAMKO began volunteering its corporate
pilots, planes and fuel to the Veteran’s Airlift Command (VAC)
that provides “Hero Flights” to injured veterans and their
families. It’s a small price to pay for the opportunity to honor
those who have paid so much to protect our freedoms.

Since our founding, we’ve used recycled materials in the
production of our roofing products. In 2012 alone,
TAMKO used 243 million pounds of recycled materials.
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for quality products built to perform. TAMKO offers a full line of building products,
including residential and commercial roofing, ventilation, waterproofing,
cements and coatings, and composite decking and railing.
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Representative
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TAMKO® is constantly evolving with the goal of
giving you the best roofing options available.
It all starts with an understanding of what’s most
important to homeowners and supplying you with
the products and services to meet their needs.
We call it TAMKO Complete:
• The right cut to express their individual style
• The right color to enhance the curb appeal of their homes
• The right coverage to help provide beauty and protection
Addressing each of these concerns in a way no one
else does makes it easier for you to satisfy customers
and gain a business edge with every job.
This is what makes the TAMKO Difference.
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